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Education in the early years
If we want a plant to grow strong and sturdy,
what do we need to ensure? Of course that the
roots are strong and healthy. If we are
building a multi-storey structure, what is
the most basic thing we need to ensure?
Of course, that the foundation is strong
and made according to all the rules and
regulations..........................
In the same manner, it is in the preschool
that we lay the roots and foundations of all
later development of the child- academics,
s o c i a l b e h a v i o u r, l e a r n i n g c a p a c i t y,
intelligence, personality and the entire
future direction for the child.
Traditionally, preschools were meant for
children who did not have the necessary
“assistance” at home for emotional, social
and intellectual stimulation i.e., children
from disadvantaged backgrounds etc.
Traditionally, also, the preschools were
meant to be places where the preparation
would be made for entry into schooling.
Therefore, preschool becomes the largest
influence on early childhood care and
education, after parents or caretakers;
and this is equally responsible for the
formation and later development of
the whole individual..................
The objectives of preschool/ Anganwadi
would include.................................
providing a healthier environment to the child;
v
continuous medical supervision;
v
intellectual stimulation and exposure;
v
development of social skills and competencies
Preparing the child for entrance into formal
schooling i.e. Ist Standard..........................
It is highly recommended that all this is
achieved effortlessly through the following basic
methods -........................................

Dr.Gayathri Kiran has
a Doctorate in
Psychology, and her
research has focused
on early childhood
education.
She has been working
as a Consultant
Psychologist for ECCE
Dr. Gayatri Kiran
and Special Needs with
schools and NGOs for the past 20 years,
and this work has focused on Program
planning, implementation, training, and
support. I have a psychology background
and experience of working in the areas of
child development and education. She has
planned and implemented programs for
mainstream as well as special needs.

......................
with caring adult and other
children. Learning by doing......................
v
Positive communication................................ ....
v
Play.

v
Interaction

The importance of preschool years (4-6 years)
The sense one gets of this period, is that
the child is making a slow but immensely
important shift from dependent baby to
independent child. The preschooler can now
v
Move around easily...............................
v
Can communicate more and more clearly.
v
Has a sense of himself as a separate person
with specific qualities...............................,
v
Has the beginning cognitive and social
skills that allow him to interact more
fully and successfully with playmates
v
Is shifting from using herself as the only
frame of reference. .........................
v
Has become less tied to the outside
appearance of things.. . . .......................
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The preschool years also stand out as
period in which the seeds are sown for
v
The child's enduring social skills and
p e r s o n a l i t y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v
Higher order thinking processes.
v
Independence in almost all areas of living.
v
Problem solving skills................................
v
Academic skills, such as reading, writing
and arithmetic. .................................
v
Creative and innovative thinking
v
Management of emotions . ........
v
Mastery over almost all gross and fine
m o t o r s k i l l s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v
Effective spoken, written and printed
communication.
To achieve all this it is essential that
learning should be joyful, distress-free
and not be a burden. Only this will
ensure future competence in academics
and more meaningful learning. For
this the most meaningful and practical
way is to make preschool learning as
much activity- based as possible,
with as much hands-on learning as
possible...........................
It is also important to understand
the functioning of the brain at this
stage- what is the brain capable
of at this stage? Till age 7 is said
to be the period where the brain
matures at the highest possible rate
and new connections are formed
inside the brain. All research points
out that such a growth spurt in the
brain does not happen at any other
stage of life. This growth demands
that an appropriate curriculum be
provided to the children which is
Activity-based, makes use of all
their senses, and gives ample
opportunity to exercise their
motor skills, all at the same time.
These are not the years when
learning the 3Rs- Reading, Writing
and Arithmetic are to be taught as

the child's foundations are prepared
for the Skill of Learning- the basis
is laid for the child to be able to learn
effectively from the environment.
Maria Montessori believed that the
children can govern their own
development in a much more effective
way than we believe, all the teacher
needs to do is to provide a sensitive,
stimulating and caring atmosphere,
where the child can exercise his
senses, and his muscles in order to
develop all the later higher intellectual
skills which are going to help him
learn higher studies and indeed help
him succeed in life. ..................
Finally, a word of warning.......................
The dangers of burdening the child
with a lot of memorized content are
manifold. Memorizing rhymes, alphabets,
numbers in no way helps the concept
formation. Nor does it show that the
child has actually learnt the concepts.
Concepts at this age will only develop
when the child experiments or plays
with objects around him, and make
mistakes and learn from them.
Very often we hear parents or teachers
saying, “Oh, the children are doing it
very well!” The effects of pressurising
the child into memorisation or rote
learning (mugging up) is not going to
be apparent now- the problems will
start appearing from end of primary
schooling, where a deeper understanding
of text is required. It will also show
up in the adolescent years, where the
stress of over-burdening the child for
more and more marks can lead the
child to disturbing and sometimes
dangerous behaviours. (every year
we read of students committing
suicides due to fear of failure or
3
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Based on activity and play.................
Happy and joyful.
..........
Exciting and adventurous.
Use all the senses and motor activities.

stress related to studies.)......................
The emphasis therefore, should be on
making the roots stronger so that the
plant grows up healthy and thrives for a
long time to come and bears good healthy
fruits. ........................................
In the case of children this can be done
only by ensuring that each child is given
a healthy start to learning by making it. .

All that it requires to achieve the above
is a caring, understanding and sensitive
teacher, a stimulating, safe and secure
environment, and a lot of love and
appreciation for the child as he is and
for what he can do! ...........................

.

Academic Leadership Seminar

When : Saturday Dec. 19, 2015
Venue : Quality Inn Shravanthi Hotel,
J.P. Nagar, Bengaluru
For registration, call 95381 19370.
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Every child is born genius!
It is the environment at home, at school
and the community which usually
shapes the child to reach her potential
or to be a mediocre. Let us look at
what can we do as a parent to bring
out the genius in our child?
1. Believe that your child is a genius:
It is important that you believe that
your child has all it takes to be
successful in life. If you do not believe
in her capability, then she will sense
it and will not believe in herself too.
Appreciating her efforts and
encouraging her to keep going is the
key to set your child on the right path.
Which one of the following two
situations do you relate to?
A.When my child gets her grades,
the first thing I ask is how much
did her friend score? Or who secured
m o r e m a r k s t h a n h e r ?
B. When my child gets her grades,
I appreciate her efforts and celebrate
her achievement. Then I sit down with
her to understand and discuss what went
right and what went wrong and why?
Together we work out a strategy for
progressive improvement in future.
Our belief and approach makes a lot
of difference in the child's performance
in life...........................
2. Provide unconditional love and
non-judgmental parenting: A warm
and caring environment encourages
the child to be willing to try new things.
The child is not afraid of trying because
he knows he will not be judged based
on the results, but will be appreciated
for his efforts. Successes encourage
him, and he learns to take learnings out

Vaishali Nitturkar is
the Founder and
Kidologist of The
Gyan Tree, an
organisation working
towards bringing
excellence in education
sector. The core mission
Vaishali Nitturkar
of the organisation
is to develop the seven essential elements Ethics, Energy, Enquiry, Empathy,
Enterprise, Excellence and Equanimity in all the stakeholders of the school
community through various interventions
like workshops, training and mentoring
programs. Their flagship programs include
Talking Books, Teen Tantrums, The
Learning Teacher and Happy Parenting......
of his failures. He knows his parents
love him for what he is!........................
Which one of the following two
situations do you relate to?
A. My child tries to solve a puzzle,
but is unable to do it. I get upset
and angry at his failure to do so
and compare him with others. My
child loses interest in solving puzzles.
B. My child tries to solve a puzzle,
but is unable to do it. I appreciate
him for trying it out. Then I provide
him with some tricks or clues that
he can use. I guide him, but not take
control of the situation and solve
the puzzle for him!...........
Our unconditional love, supportive
and non-judgmental guidance makes
them try without fear and ultimately
succeed.............................
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3. Provide learning, enquiring and
applying opportunities at home: It is
the responsibility of both parents to
spend time with their children and
create learning opportunities through
enquiry and play. They should develop
their child's curiosity and inquisitiveness
and give her the opportunity to apply her
learnings, so that she can grow into a
progressive thinker. Providing these
opportunities need not always be expensive.
Which one of the following two
situations do you relate to?
A. I buy expensive toys, games, activities,
books and leave it to him to figure it out.
I do not have time, so I provide all the
material resources that he requires.
B. We always make it a point to have
family time with our kids, where we
play games, solve puzzles, read and talk!
Help your children acquire knowledge
and also apply it, for it leads to wisdom!
4. Be a role model: Kids look up to their
parents and learn from how they handle
people and situations in life. The seeds

of empathy, enterprise and work ethic in
your kids are shaped by your actions.
Do your bit as a parent and also provide
space to your kids to grow on their own.
Do not live your dreams though your kids'
lives but let them discover their own lives.
Which one of the following two situations
do you relate to? ............................
A. I provide a very controlled and luxurious
environment to my child where I manage
all things so she does not know what
failures or difficulties are in life. I love
her so much that I make sure she does
not feel shortage of anything. ..............
B. I give my child space to grow but
secure in knowledge that she can always
bank on our support. ............................
Be what you want your child to be,
for children copy us! ............................
Here is an action plan:............................
1.
2.
3.
4.

Believe that your child is a genius
Give unconditional love to your child
Provide learning opportunities at home
Be the change you want to see in your child
Happy parenting,......................

WHY LIC? Register NEFT which is compulsory.
Services offered are, Change of address, change of nominee, New plan details, Mode change Etc.,

Call Shobha : 9880625102
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LEARNING DISABILITIES – An Overview
“

All

children can learn.........................
All children have the right to learn
All teachers are responsible for all children”
What is a Learning Disability?........................
Interestingly, there is no clear and widely
accepted definition of “learning disabilities”.
There is an ongoing debate on the issue
of definition and various definitions appear
in professional literature.........................
These, however, do agree on certain
common factors:........................
Discrepancies exist between a person's
potential for learning and what he actually
l e a r n s . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Learning problems are not due to mental
retardation or emotional disturbance or
environmental disadvantage.........................
Hence-................................
The child with LD is one who is not
functioning in school although the child
is not mentally retarded, not emotionally
disturbed, has no sensory impairments
(blind, deaf) and has had an opportunity
to learn like other children.

Bhavani Chandrashekar
is B.Sc, B.ed M.A(Lit)
Spl Ed(KPAMRC)
Guidance and
Couseling (IGNOU).
She has 30 Plus year
in Education /
Special Education. Bhavani Chandrashekar
I Wish I could say that I have evolved
in to an educator who is special enough
to work with these special children.
Every day with them is a special learning
experience!..............................
“I am committed to every child in my
care”..................................
A child could be considered LD if, the
child is not achieving in accordance
with his age of or ability levels in spite
of adequate intellectual ability and
educational opportunity and the absence
of physical and emotional handicaps.
The child has extreme difficulty with
school learning. There is a severe
discrepancy between the child's academic
achievement and intellectual ability
in one or more of these areas:

The term “Learning Disability” was coined
by Dr. Samuel Kirk in 1962 – it is often
referred to as the “hidden handicap”
because there is no outward appearance
of the disability – the child with LD
appears to be no different than their
“normal” peers.........................

1. Oral expression.................................

Who is the child with Specific Learning
Disabilities? ...................................
He belongs to a category of exceptional
children – the disabled learner is the
most recently recognized type of
exceptional child. ..............................

5. Reading comprehension....................

2. Listening comprehension....................
3. Written expression...................................
4. Basic reading skill.....................................

6. Mathematical calculations.................
7. Mathematical reasoning......................
8. Spelling.
7
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SOME IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS
ABOUT THE LD CHILD.
Children with LD have near average,
average or above average intelligence.
They are NOT mentally retarded.
Children with LD have specific
problems in reading, spelling or
mathematics.....................
Learning disabilities are found three
to four times more often in boys, than in
girls.........................
Children with LD exhibit unevenness
in academic functioning.
Children with LD are able to learn
but need special help.....................
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING
DISABLED CHILDREN. ....................
Most Children with LD have problems
with two or more of the following
Skills, Abilities or Behaviours:....................
Achievement:....................
The one characteristic common to all
children with LD is poor or uneven
achievement in academic subjects. e.g.,
good maths ability but poor reading ability.
Language:.................................
Many Children with LD have difficulty
in both comprehension and use of Language.
(These difficulties involve the processing
of language and should not be confused
with problems arising from not knowing
English.) ........................................
Attention:....................
Many children with LD are unable to pay
attention for a long enough time to do their
work, they may show poor concentration,
b e d i s t r a c t e d e a s i l y, s h o w p o o r
o rg a n i z a t i o n a l s k i l l s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Orientation:................................
The child with LD may have difficulty with

concepts related to space and time. He
often has a poor sense of directions.
Visual Perception: ..........................
Children with LD are unable to
recognize / remember letters, words or
other printed symbols in spite of
adequate vision. (b / d was / saw).....................
A u d i t o r y P e rc e p t i o n : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Children with LD have difficulty
recognizing differences between sounds,
despite adequate hearing. (bed / bet met / mat).
Memory:....................
Child with LD often has memory
problems with basic information.
( a d d r e s s , t e l e p h o n e n u m b e r. ) a n d
instructions.....................
Fine motor coordination: ....................
Problems in fine motor coordination include
difficulty in writing drawing, copying, and
poor pencil control.....................
Gross motor coordination:....................
Children with LD often show awkward
movement and are generally clumsy
CAUSES OF LEARNING DISABILITIES:
No single cause has been found to explain
the origin of learning disabilities.
The following factors have been linked to
its occurrence:-........................................
Genetic conditions that affect development
of the brain. .................................
Possible biochemical imbalances that
lead to faulty functioning of the brain.
Accidents / head trauma that cause
brain injuries. .................................
Environmental deprivation, i.e. a lack
of stimulation at critical times of
development that prevents optimal
brain function..................................
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Unfavourable uterine environment.
(drugs, alcohol, smoking during
pregnancy, etc) .................................
Poor childhood nutrition. Diet poor I
n proteins, high in sugar and processed
foods, vitamin deficiencies..................................
Language deprivation. Lack of adequate
verbal and auditory input.
Educational deprivation. Poor or
improper schooling. .................................
Emotional factors. Family stress /
emotional deprivation..................................

BASIC STRATEGIES FOR REMEDIATION:
Remediation should be student focused.
Be patient and give him time to learn
at his own pace. .................................
Prevent boredom, present task that motivate.
Don't have a high level of expectation.
Give him unconditional support and help
him build his self-confidence..................................
Plan the remediation so that you strengthen
his strengths and weaken his weaknesses.
“Meet the child where he is.”.................................

Launching January 2016

EMPOWERED TEACHER
ITTC ADVANCED CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
FOR IN-SERVICE TEACHERS
Program objective:
The objective of the program is to help enhance the subject knowledge of in-Service Teachers and
to enhance their skills in adopting Innovative methodologies of teaching so that they reach out to
students in a more meaningful way of what they teach in Classrooms.
Teacher Today:
These are exciting times for teachers. New and modern technologies and innovative approaches
to teaching and learning has opened up astonishing possibilities for educators today. But at the
same time teachers in India face many challenges, astheir counter parts of the past. The
expectations are skyrocketed and the real challenge for Teachers is to put themselves on a
Continuous learning and updatethemselves to meet the expectations.
The module – Empowered Teacher encourages teachers to see themselves as reflective professionals,
questions some of the old beliefs and methods and pushes teachers to takethe learner's stance, making
them more ready to face the challenges of educating in modern day classrooms.
Who Should Attend?
This program is open to all the In-Service Teachers from Grade I to Grade X
Teachers teaching at Pre-Schools wanting to elevate themselves to Primary, Middle and High Schools.
PROGRAM DESIGN AND DURATION:

Duration 6 months
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

Graduation / PG in any discipline with a minimum of 1year teaching experience
Contact Details:

For details please click

No. 34, II floor, BTM II Stage, Bangalore –560 076
Tel: +91 9902570561 / 080-41474941
www.pfhrcgroup.com Email: info@pfla.in

FB: https://www.facebook.com/pfla.in
Education Partners
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Are we producing performance machines?
Sameera

studies in grade 3 and has a
hectic schedule like any corporate employee.
Every morning her alarm clock rings at 6,
she goes to school for 5-6 hours and then
her rigmarole begins from tuition classes
to sports and hobby classes comprising of
tennis, classical dance and so on. Day gets
over and she prepares herself for the next
morning again. The target here is to be the
best in whatever she does or may be "to
be the best in everything possible". Since
both the parents are working, the so
called quality time happens only on
weekends; that too if the parents have
no meeting or targets to achieve.
Aryan is in grade 11 and has been the
outstanding student all his school life.
He is the son of an IITian and is an
excellent debater, sports enthusiast and
his room is full of awards and medals
which his parents flaunt at every
possible occasion. He plans to take
his engineering degree from USA and
he is now putting his heart and soul
into achieving his dreams or may be
his parents'.........................
Raima comes from the family of the
doctors and the profession lineage
comes from the last three generations.
Right from her birth, she has breathed
everything only about medicines and
doctor-set as toys to play, discussions
on dining table were all about the

With an experience of 17
years in the field of
education and counseling,
Ms. Chetna Sabharwal
believes that the purpose
of learning is growth and our
minds can continue growing
as we continue to live.
Chetna Sabharwal
With her expertise in mathematics,
career counseling and education abroad,
she has also conducted summer training
workshops for the wards of employees of
organizations like BSES, NTPC.
She is also associated with national bodies
like NCERT and NIOS for script writing,
participating as an expert in radio shows
and talk shows for Gyan Darshan.
She was conferred with“Best Teacher”
award by Global Assembly for
outstanding work in the areas of
environment, peace, mercy and
tolerance and her recent laurel
includes the “Outstanding Services
By the counselor” Award in 2013
for her relentless contribution in the
field of counseling and taking up
issues like adolescents concerns,
peer education, learning disabilities
and career guidance.
hospitals, clinics and patients.
And so, she cannot think of anything else but
to become a doctor herself.

Child/Features Sports Hobbies Academics Obedience Overall Rating
Sameera
ü
üü
May be
****
Aryan

üX

ü ü ***

Raima

ü
ü ü ü *****
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Does this look like a scene from your
own life or may be someone known to
you? Can we call it the parental push
which is happening knowingly or
unknowingly? The reasons for this
could be many and varying but the
need here is to ponder upon the kind
of human beings we are manufacturing
or customizing to suit us. Let's try to
figure out how it happens? ....................
Status Statistics.................................
The foremost reason for most of the
parents is to boast about what all I can
provide to my child. From latest gadgets
to the happening courses in the vicinity,
I can afford all with the ease. Of course,
it's a status symbol for them and education
is just another symbol of pride. The child's
choice here is secondary as with all the
amenities and luxuries provided to him/her,
s/he can think of nothing but to enjoy till
it lasts. They are the future easy-goers as
parents are there to support them may be
for all their life but wait. They do have
the pressure on them to maintain the
standards set by their family and carry
them further. Does this remind you of
"Parampara" from a famous movie K3G
aka Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham...............................
Burden of Aspirations . ...............................
"I could not achieve it but you can do it".
The reason for parents' failure could
vary like less money/no facilities/ sick
parent/ responsibilities of siblings
(visualize all the possible reasons in
various Bollywood movies) and thus your
child has to perform and achieve now.
The apt amount of pressure gives you a
product like an IAS or an engineer placed
in the topmost company. But if the thrust
goes wrong, you may land up with an
average product which performs but never
excels. You may find them placed in one
corner of the company for several years
with no ambitions and life is nothing but
a routine for them. They suddenly burst

one day and the end result is depression
or end of life.................................
Phobic Paraphernalia ................................
This genre of parent has the strangest reason
to coax their children into the race of being
the best, famous and successful like “I was
not good in Mathematics or science” so may
be your genetic composition is the same and
that's how they are caught into the trap of
coaching and tuitions from their first step
into the school. One of the students during
a PTA meeting expressed his fear of failing
in maths and when I worked on the reasons
with the child, it traced back to the daily
dose of phobia from his mother. Believe
me, it is happening and on an average,
one case in a week is related to this.
We as parents share our own fears in
a way that the child also starts feeling
the same. Call it a “Pre-conceived
Genetic Shift”.......................
Comparison Conundrum...............................
“Sharma ji ke bete ne gold medal jeeta hai”
or “Tum ladke hoke humanities loge, toh log
kya kahenge”; the constant comparison
with others, be it siblings, neighbours,
peers or may be your own achievements
as a parent, creates nothing but a rift.
Imagine the pressure and confusion the
c h i l d f a c e s e v e r y d a y. S u r p r i s i n g l y,
the same parents are an expert in
advising for others but when it comes
to their own child, whole philosophy
of being “unique” changes and they
use all tactics and tantrums to force
their own choices. ................................
Feel free to choose, what category are you
in as a parent. There may be more but the
point to ponder here is are we really trying
to manufacture a “living product” with the
best features and facilities to satisfy our
egos? What else do we achieve then!
There are parents who nurture the child
and help them blossom into a healthy,
happy, responsible and thinking being as
the end product of all this freedom,
care and love.......................
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Why I can't afford to be ignorant in Learning English..
I remember many years back a little girl
came to meet me, she was around 12
years old, lean and thin girl with bright
eyes. She wanted to learn English and
as I always believe before starting any
new work we should always know the
WHY behind it........................................
I wanted to know what is the reason
behind this young little girl living in
that slum reach me out for learning
English. I was very much curious to
know her Reasons?................
Her answer intrigued me to a great
sense. She replied “Didi I cannot
read my books which are English.
I cannot learn new things as easily as
other students who know English and
then she shared her dream of working
in a BIG COMPANY where she can
talk fluently in English”. I know she
is a young girl but her answers were
so apt and so correct............................
We live in such a world where barriers of
border are disappearing rapidly and we
are mingling with people across world
with equal ease as we are interacting
with our neighbours on daily bss.
This is an era of globalisation and also
a network of invisible web. Internet has
brought the information on our palms
and in this increasingly globalized space,
individuals are communicating among
themselves and between multiple cultures
on daily basis. Today, an individual has
access to a vast array of information
from a variety of world cultures at the
touch of a button. For those who are
part of English speaking community,
take access to these information for
granted. Elsewhere, think of that girl
who came to my house for learning english ,

“Swati is a passionate
HR professional who
is a Founder and
Principal Advisor of
Savanna HR. Swati has
worked in HR for over
8 years and after rigorous
Corporate professional
career, she took some SWATI SINHA
respite in Education Sector where she has
learned, trained and taught with few best
Institutes. She feels that she has tasted
the nectar of knowledge and literature
which balanced her aesthetic sense and
gave her an ample opportunity to know
.herself
. . . .in. context
. . . . .to. the
. . world.
. . . . ..............
. . . . . .
Swati also writes columns regularly. Has
published many articles on various issues.
Swati has MA in English from Ranchi
University and has done B.Ed.”
much of the world's information is beyond
their reach, locked behind doors of English.
That is one reason why learning English
as a second language has become so popular.
In fact, English is now the world's most
widely spoken second language,
surpassing all others.................
As a result, there has never been a
greater demand for learning English.
English is the gateway to a world of
knowledge, commerce, and culture,
a lingua franca that gives a student
access to the world in a way that
other languages do not. Just as Latin
was the most important language
for a thousand years and French for
five hundred, English is today the
key to participating in the global
12
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conversation. There are a variety
of ways, including computer
programs, audio tapes, classes.................
I read somewhere
CEO of a
multinational company set a very
personal example when he made it
his priority to become fluent in
English at the age of 40. Despite
a gruelling work schedule, he made
sure to set aside time studying English
everyday from learning with a personal
tutor to watching English Channel on TV.
Today I want to focus on two major
questions WHY LEARN ENGLISH?
and HOW TO LEARN ENGLISH?
Why Learn English..............................
1. Its a global language and we are not
bound in the barriers of boundary, we
are reaching out with our arms stretched
out to mingle in this world and embrace
global culture................................
2. It making you more employable
3. Its opening doors of New Information
and ample learning .. ..............
4. Its giving you access to world Economy
5. To enjoy the rich literature in the form
of English Poetry and Prose .................
6. Information on the internet are majorly
In English language . ...............
How to Learn English.............................
First major step towards learning English
and being fluent in it is understanding
the fact English is way above than
just BASICS. To be fluent in it means
overcoming our own mental barriers.
Speak: There is not a fixed way of
learning English. We have to actually
find its way as per our preference.
I can share the ways which helps us

speak this language. Reading English
newspaper watching English movies
and Plays, Reading aloud, playing
games like Scrable which helps us
e n r i c h o u r v o c a b u l a r y. L e a r n i n g i f
embedded in daily chores would help
us grasp it better and also make it
interesting. Speaking this language
is most important task without fear
of making any mistake. Talk to your
friends and family and make it a habit
to use only the language you want to
excel in. Fear of being ridiculed should
be removed from your mind, our friends
will always appreciate our will to learn
a n y t h i n g n e w. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Read: Reading is a way which helps
us grasp the grammar and vocabulary.
Note any new word which comes
your way and try to use it for next
f e w d a y s . Yo u w i l l s l o w l y e n r i c h
y o u r v o c a b u l a r y, m o s t i m p o r t a n t
ingredient for learning a new language.
Maybe we can carry flashcards in our
pocket with new words learnt that day.
We can also keep a tracker of new
things learnt everyday to motivate us.
Tr y t o a p p r e c i a t e y o u r s e l f f o r y o u r
efforts and take the compliment coming
your way to keep yourself motivated.
Appreciate your small successes and keep going.
Write: Writing is such a beautiful journey
in itself you pen down your thoughts
and emotions and can sit in leisure to
give it the most ornate way on the paper.
You can also write to learn, to express,
to share, to save for future reference.
You can write to check your learning
progress. Start the habit of writing mails
to your family or friends on daily bass,
it will help you connect with them more
often and also enable you to write more.
You can develop the habit of writing a dairy,
in the privacy of your personal space you
13
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their teachers to evaluate their write-ups.

can express more often and once in a week
you can go back to check your progress.
It will surely help you develop fine
methods of writing and also learn the
language. Imitation is supposed to be
the best way of learning this skill, copy
the literature in your mother tongue,
translate or transliterate to the second
language and compare it yourself to
find the flaws. Student's can also ask

I have tried to sum up few practical
ways of learning English in daily
routine, but there is always ample
scope to add new methods as per
our own preference and learning
style. I would be glad to interact
with teachers and students to know
more such ways of learning a foreign
language...................................
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The Powerful Learning Practice – FLIP
Flipping

the classroom has become the
something of a buzzword in the last
several years, driven in part by high
profile publications in The New York
Times and The Chronicles Of Higher
Education.......................
Wi t h t h e t e a c h e r a t t h e h e l m o f
affairs, the classroom has barely
changed in the last century, But we
know that there's no “one size fits
all” approach to learning and the
flipped classroom model brings
together advances in education and
technology to provide a personalised,
engaging learning experience for
every student- whatever their learning
style, pace or ability. ......................
When thinking is sparked deep cycles
o f l e a r n i n g c a n o c c u r. G e n e r a t i n g
curiosity in the learners and sustaining
the interest is the success mantra for us.
We, as facilitators of learning have
to be open to innovative ways to
restructure our classroom teaching.
In essence, flipping the classroom
means the students gain first exposure
to new material outside the classroom
usually via reading or lecture videos
and then use class time to do the
harder work of assimilating the
knowledge perhaps through problem
solving, discussion or debates. This
ensures that the facilitator aligns and
synchronises the lesson plan with
Bloom's Taxonomy and focuses on
High order thinking skills in class.
The key elements of the flipped class roomProvide an opportunity for learners to gain
first exposure p rior to class. ............
Provide an incentive for learners to prepare
for class.......................

Jyoti Keswani is an
educationist with over
18 years of experience
in K12 academics and
school operations
management. She has
worked as Vice Principal
for blue chip CBSE
Jyoti Keswani
schools like Amity International and
The Maurya School and is also a
certified examiner for IELTS. Based
out of Gurgaon, near New Delhi she
is also an active blog writer, trainer and
speaker at public forums associated
with K12 education. ...................
Provide a mechanism to assess learners'
understanding.......................
Provide in class activities that focus on
higher-level cognitive activities.
Four Strengths of F-L-I-P
Flexible Classrooms – Educators focus on
creating learning spaces (independent/
group work), flexible in their learning
time lines and in their assessments.
Learning Environment – focus on
learner centered approach, where
class time is dedicated to exploring
topics in greater depth and creating
rich learning opportunities.
Intent in synch with the content –
Educators focus on active learning
strategies, need to determine what
they need to teach and what students
need to explore on their own.
Professional Outlook –Educators
should be able to reflect on their
practice, connect with each other to
improve their instruction style, accept
constructive criticism, and tolerance
controlled chaos in classroom.
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It's important for educators and
facilitators to create a fruitful and
effective relationship between Flip
Learning and Meta Cognitive Strategies
and approaches in order to help students
to take control of their own learning
goals and monitoring their progress
in achieving the desired result.
Facilitators need to rediscover the
art of thinking. Creativity demands
the ability to unshackle us from
conventional ways of thinking. 'To
think outside the box'. But we need
to go a step further. Once outside the
box, we need to construct a new box
or boxes that is new intellectual
frameworks or models to help us
structure our thinking and make it
relevant and interesting for our
l e a r n e r s . We c a n t r u l y g e n e r a t e
game changing ideas................................
Flipped classroom is a dynamic
learning environment, it's interactive,
and sometimes even messy because
students are working together and
solving problems rather than being
just passive listeners. Facilitators
need to relinquish a degree of control
when energy in the classroom shifts
to the students. It would be challenging
but careful planning, appropriate tools
and effective strategies can mitigate
challenges. We may feel disoriented at
times and nostalgic for some lost past
when students did their work because
we assigned it, when we could espouse
the importance of learning for learning
sake, when our place at the lectern
elicited deference..................
In order to keep our challenges minimal,
facilitators need to create a checklist
ready which may eventually come handy
as a ready reckoner for a flipped classroom.

Base your lesson plan on: Create –
Relate – Explore – Analyse – Transform
–Experience
(CREATE) methodology
Establish clear learning objectives.
Design activities to help learners meet
learning goals. .................................
Sort the activities into two categories
– online and face-to-face..................................
What lower level activities learners
can complete online prior to class?
What higher-level activities can be
accomplished during class?
List individual or group activities
like-quizzes, worksheets, reflective writing
prompts, problem solving assignments,
oral discussion stimulated by ICT, Use
of mind maps, conducting on line polls,
creating on line discussion forums and
many more..................................
DON'T TEACH IN NEW WAYS AND
CONTINUE ASSESSING IN OLD WAYS,
so our assessment method needs to change.
Diagnostic assessment - identifying gaps
and needs of the learners..................................
Formative assessment – feedback to learners
during activities. .................................
Summative assessment – checking learning
outcomes at the end of the activities.
Assessment by peers, self-assessment and
educators assessment should be considered
for final grades. .................................
Get better based on the principles of continuous
improvement, learning and change. The
opposite is - entropy, deterioration, resting
on laurels or becoming irrelevant. With the
pace of change in today's world, if we aren't
making a conscious effort to get better we
would not just standing still but get relegated
to obsolete status rather fast. ...............
Jack Welch once said “If the rate of change
on the outside exceeds the rate of change
o n t h e i n s i d e , t h e e n d i s n e a r. ”
Happy Navigating!!
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PRESSURE FOUR – FOLD

I remember the time when I was a school
student. Life was so much more simpler
(though it was not a long time ago).
The only classes I used to go to were
at school, to the dance class and music
class. But today's children do so much
more, incomparably so. Deciding a
time for extra dance classes (where my
students are in 5th, 6th or 7th standards),
is unimaginable difficult. Every student
has some or the other class – karate,
tennis, badminton, basketball (apart
from tuitions) and the list is never –
ending. I reminisce my time as a
student, where people used to question
me, “How do you manage dance and
music classes both? Must be extremely
tiring.”............................
There are so many factors attributing
to this mounting pressure and four of
them are as follows:..............................
Extra – curricular excellence: Where
every child observes their counterparts
and wants to excel in every extra –
curricular activity – whether it be dance,
music, sports or art. .......................
Increasing competitiveness: Every child
wants to achieve more and every parent
wants their child to reach the pinnacle in
every field. In the quest for excellence in
each field, somewhere, the focus on
excellence in one field has dwindled almost
into oblivion. .......................
Comparison: And how can we forget the
imaginary “Sharma – ji ka beta/beti”! The
constant comparison with another child can
affect confidence and self – esteem in a highly
negative manner. Constantly trying to excel
and compete with other children has made
today's generation more mature than their age.
Peer Pressure: Seeing their friends doing so
many things, the child, in order to fit into a
particular group, tries to do the same things

Shruti Srinivasan is
a faculty at JU-CMS,
who makes sure her
classes are
knowledge - centric
and enhance creativity
and problem
Shruti Srinivasan
solving tendencies,
because creative teaching & learning
methods are
crux of modern day
education. An MBA graduate, her
passions include classical dancing and
teaching. A teacher by choice, she
constantly tries to bring a convergence
of ideas to make the classes better
and interesting.
irrespective of the ability to handle the pressure.
Children discuss so much among themselves,
that if one of the children cannot be a part of
the conversation, they tend to feel left out and
want to join classes so that they can be a part
of the group...............................
Every field apart from their regular studies,
require the same amount of dedication, every
coach/ tutor will expect their students tp give
full attention to their class...................................
Increase in the number of activities, inevitably
reduces the concentration that they can provide
to each activity. Also, this increases the pressure
of performance on them which in turn leads
to innumerable health problems like back ache,
incessant head aches, constant injuries and
many more. More like The Domino Effect.
The responsibility to bring back focus into a
child's life lies with the parents and with the
institutions like schools and coaching centres.
Children need to understand that it's absolutely
alright to be a part of a few activities as long
as those are done with dedication and
17
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concentration. Excellence today, has taken a
back – seat and this can be attributed to the
increasing number of fields that children
divide their concentration among.
Children today need attention more than
anything else. They are, therefore, ready to
go to any extent to obtain that attention. As
mentioned earlier, the institutions and
parents have to make children understand
that excellence is a way of life. Children
have to be made to understand that, more
the number of activities, less is the amount
of time spent on each activity and therefore
lesser is the excellence. Children have to
be taught how to participate in conversations
without feeling left out or bored. Most

importantly, children have to be instilled
with a sense of pride in the activities they
have undertaken. It is only through constant
advise and infusion of confidence, that a
student of this generation can be pushed
towards excellence without any harm to
t h e b o d y, m i n d o r i n n e r p e a c e .
As Pat Riley (former NBA player and
coach) says, “Excellence is the gradual
result of always striving to do better.”
And as our very own Amir Khan says
in 3 idiots, “Don't run after mere success.
Go after excellence, and success will
inevitably follow.” .......................
Let's Focus, Prepare and Excel.
And ensure that our children do so too!

GOAL SETTING & CAREER COACHING
SESSION FOR IX, X, XI & XII Std Students
is now available online.

Please connect with us for further details
Mob: 9901938792 / 9538119370
E-mail: info@pfla.in
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Dumping down of Independent Thinking
Humans and robots are different. Isn't it?
Then why do we forget to differentiate it
when it comes to empowering the students
for independent thinking. The education
system has created such an ambience in
schools and colleges that studying by
rote and mugging up the exact content
of the prescribed books have become
mandatory. Indian education system
mainly focuses on imparting knowledge
to students which is mainly theory
based and forgets to apprise them of
its applications in real life. The
students study for fetching the highest
grades in their respective classes so
that they can attain a cynosure in
their schools and classes as well as
in the society. Parents want their
children to chase the marks so that
they can flaunt it in their
neighborhood and among the
relatives. This is indeed posing a
great threat to our society on a
whole, as such students will
graduate from schools and colleges
who will have least knowledge
about surviving in this world of
cut throat competition. As we know,
the law of nature, is survival of the
fittest, those who are unaware of the
practicalities of life will definitely
be out of this rat race and perish away
to some dungeons which are too dark
to find even a single source of light.
We all know that India is a developing
nation but we are hearing it from
bygone days and do we no wonder
why is it still a developing country
and not a developed one? This is just
not a matter of discussion but
something that need immediate attention
and amendments. The most important
factor hamstringing the growth of

Susmita Bose is a Post
Graduate (MBA) in
Marketing and is
currently working with
Bajaj Electricals Ltd.
Susmita is an optimistic
person with an extremely
adaptablenature. Love to
live in the moment.
Susmita Bose
Passionate about writing, travelling and
interacting with people of different cultures
and places. Harbor dreams of becoming a
successful entrepreneur one day.
our nation is nothing but our own
education system. If we go by the data
provided by DNA, many startling facts
come to our sight. According to it,
about 90 million people would be
joining the workforce in near future but
most of them would be lacking
the skills and mindset requisite
for productive employment.
Another burning issue in our
society is not allowing the students
to follow their heart in choosing
their career path. If a student is
interested in becoming a doctor,
then parents may spend lacs of
Rupees to make him a doctor as
it is seen as one of the most
dignified fields to serve the society,
but dare a child thinks of becoming
a Radio Jockey, he will immediately
be repudiated by his parents. The
mental make of this society that
off beat careers do not let you have
a tall standing in the society needs
to wane away at a faster pace to give
way to independent thinking. People
forget when students are allowed to
19
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follow their hearts in their career,
they always come up with innovations
and inventions that give a new
meaning to the field they are working
in and on a broader spectrum it also
gives a new direction to the society
because we should not forget that our
deeds have a reflection on the society
and vice versa. There is a lack of
brainstorming sessions among the
students in schools and colleges.
We are not unaware of various fields
where people have excelled and
contributed to the society at large
only by following their passions and
when people are in love with their
career then success can never be a
faraway dream. Limiting the range
of your thought process can land you
nowhere except for leading to stagnation.
Generation of new ideas is only
possible in the most conducive
educational and societal climates
where the free flowing of mind's
thoughts are given the right guidance
and not hindered in that process.
Today almost all schools and colleges
are adapting themselves to the recent
changes in the way of teaching the
students by using smart classes.
They want to make studying fun by
being more interactive and entertaining.
This step is really appreciable but along
with these initiatives the mentality of
the teachers, parents and society at large
need a great deal of transformation..............

Exam time brings along with it a lot of
stress with heavy textbooks, long hours
of studies and lot of rote studying. But a
lot of initiatives taken up due advancements
in technology is trying to ease the problems
students by coming up with apps which are
only interactive but also user friendly. It
gives a boost to the confidence levels of
students before entering the exam hall.
In a study conducted in March of this year,
McGraw-Hill Education found that 77
percent of students say that using tech
such as tablets and smart phones has helped
improve their grades, and 62 percent say
that tech helps them feel more prepared
for class. These apps will make the long
hours of class and homework go a little
more smoothly. But as we all know
everything has got its own pros and cons
so over dependency on these apps may also
lead to adverse impacts on students.
Parents and teachers should always try to
jointly take the initiative on developing
the hunger among the students to be
inquisitive about the topics they are
studying about and should also be
encouraged to do projects by taking up
small research projects which will
ultimately help them open up their
minds to learn and garner knowledge
as much as possible. ..................
.
We c a n j u s t h o p e t o s e e m o r e
innovations, more free flow of ideas
in the various fields of professions by
the change in the mental make-up of
the people that can prevent dumping
of independent thinking. .................
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Leadership Role in Creating a Culture of
Continuous Learning & Improvement…
How to Create a Learning Institution?

School Leaders and Management play a
significant role in creating a culture that
is essential for its Teachers, Students and
other employees firstly, to believe in
continuous learning and secondly put
themselves on Continuous Learning.
These days, when I visit Institutions, the
first question that comes to my mind is
“Are Teachers open to Continuous
Improvement”. Having conducted many
training programs and observed them, I
would say, yes, most of them believe in
Continuous Improvement and are open
to Continuous Learning. It all depends
on the Leadership that matters to create
a Culture of Continuous Improvement
within the Institution...............
The Culture starts at the Security Gate to
the Reception to the Board room and the
classrooms. I've seen some best and
some not so good here.. Some Institutions
have trained their Security Personnel
and Front Desk staff so well that you
really feel great to walk in. I truly believe
that this goes a long way in shaping the
future of those wonderful kids in the
class room. Therefore, I would say
Leadership, The Methodology of Teaching
and of course, how can we ignore the
Technology in today's time that are critical
for creating the Culture of Continuous
Improvement......................
School management and School leaders
play a critical role in creating the right
environment to ensure that the Continuous
improvement takes place. The culture of
Continuous Improvement can happen

through a culture
of paradigm shift
and Leaders have
the ability to
influence this
positive change.
Firstly, the School
Management has
to create a culture
that is critical for
its Teachers and
Varada Murthy K S
other employees to
Founder-PFLA
believe in continuous
learning and secondly put themselves
in continuous learning and improvement.
Positive change happens when passionate
and skillfully courageous leaders seize the
opportunity to make things better because
they care. ......................................
There are few new concepts being
implemented in many Schools these
days and which are working very well…
For e.g., Interdisciplinary Concept and
Deep Learnig. ...............................
Communicate… Firstly, a Leader must
believe in Continuous Improvement,
then communicate it to employees and
emphasize that: ...............................
Why
Continuous Improvement
should be an integral part of its School's
s t r a t e g y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Encourage everybody to participate in
Continuous Improvement
Help everybody understands that they
have an important role to play.
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A Leader must explain to employees
the importance of it and how it aligns
with the Goals and strategies of the
Institution. Once it is done, the Front
Line employees will get motivated
and participate.......................
Empowering… A Leader needs to
learn to Empower the Employees
and step in when required to help.
And the Leader has to master the
art of knowing when to delegate
and when to step in to help.
As a Leader, he must himself participate
and apply to improve in his own
work as well. ..........................
Celebrate Small Successes..
A big change or achievement will
happen when you believe in
embracing small successes and
celebrating it together.
This will
give you the momentum to go
for bigger victories. ......................
Process..........................
The process you set are very important
and everybody to follow the process

t h e n t o i m p l e m e n t t h e s t r a t e g y.
Generally, what I have observed is
people are afraid to make mistakes
for one simple reason that if they
commit mistakes, they will be
blamed. If the Institution creates
an environment where individuals
will not be blamed but the Leader
takes the responsibility for such
mistakes and all sit and review the
Process to improve, then we can
see people engaging in the
improving the process for better
results............................
Review & Recognize. .....................
Continuous Improvement, as the word
says, is a Continuous on-going process
and not a short term or one off project.
Therefore, regular reviews are a must with
the team to see where they are and where
they are heading. A Leader should
encourage ideas from every employee and
recognize the worthy ideas and
emphasizing the impact those ideas can
make. This will make employees feel
very happy, a sense of pride.......................

Creating a Learning Institution..
This initiative is to learn from various
Institutions the best practices that they
have adopted, and that has benefited
the Teachers, Students and other
employees of the Institution. We hope
to continue this initiative and share it
with you through this magazine regularly.
There are few new concepts being
implemented in many Schools these
days and that are working very well…
For e.g., Interdisciplinary Concept
and Deep Learning..........................

What is Interdisciplinary learning?
Interdisciplinary learning enables teachers
and learners to make connections across
learning through exploring clear and
relevant links across the curriculum.
It supports the use and application of what
has been taught and learned in new and
different ways. It provides opportunities
for deepening learning, for example
through answering big questions, exploring
an issue, solving problems or completing
a final project.........................................
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The curriculum should include space
for learning beyond subject boundaries,
so that children and young students
can make connections between
different areas of learning.
Interdisciplinary studies, based upon
groupings of experiences and outcomes
from within and across curriculum areas,
can provide relevant, challenging and
enjoyable learning experiences and
stimulating contexts to meet the varied
needs of students...............................
Interdisciplinary studies can also
take advantage of opportunities to
work with partners who are able to offer
and support enriched learning experiences
and opportunities for young students’
w i d e r i n v o l v e m e n t i n s o c i e t y.
'I had the opportunity to invest some
v a l u a b l e t i m e w i t h M r. S r i n i v a s ,
Chairman of SSB Group of
Institutions, Indiranagar where they have
introduced some great concepts and it
has given them positive results.......................
Let us learn what they have done and how
they have done it...........................................
SSB International School has been started
by his parents during 1977. Mr. Srinivas'
vision for the School is to see everybody
gets the best education at an affordable cost
and equal opportunity is provided to every
section of Society..........................................
He involves personally in School Academic
and other activities. He is totally committed
to the profession and offering the best
possible education to its students

Srinivas R
B.E., Mechanical, MBA,
MA in political Science and
MA in History, B.Ed.
Chairman of SSB
Group of Institutions

VM… As I have seen and observed, SSB
is a Learning Institute… How did you
make this happen in your School
Mr. Srinivas?...........................................
Srinivas….We create supportive Learning
environment and believe that Learning
is a continuous process. We believe in
appreciating the good work done and
crate fearless atmosphere for both
Teachers and students to where they
are open to throw ideas.........................
Interdisciplinary concept has been
introduced. This brings in Leadership
qualities among the Teachers. ...................
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Concept to Classroom..........................

The purpose is to work toward
achieving Excellence. It also helps

School Head

Mentor

Academic Heads

Coaches

VM … How did you implement this?
S r i n i v a s … We h a v e a d o p t e d D e e p
Learning System and eliminated rote
Learning system. We don't believe in
conducting exams for those small
children. We ensure they enjoy the
learning process. Curriculum is set as
per the Class Average. It goes on for
4 years where students are assessed on
a daily basis.......................
VM…Do you believe that you are a unique
School and if so, why?.................
Srinivas… Many Schools are doing a great job,
but we do believe that we are one of

young students' wider involvement
in Society. The flow goes like this….

Teachers

Students

Facilitators

Leaders

the good Schools believe in best
p r a c t i c e s . Ye s i n s o m e w a y s ,
we feel that we are unique and we
believe in Continuous Learning.
VM… You talked about Project based
Learning. Can you please elaborate a
little on that. .......................................
Srinivas… We believe in practicals than
a mere theory… We give lot of meaningful
Projects to students where Teachers do
involve. Summer projects are introduced…
One of the projects.. just to give an
example is How to make a Cup of Tea
where all the Teachers and students
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involve and discuss preparing varieties of
tea, ingredients and health benefits
associated with it, process involved.
The following are the outcome…
Discussion points and learning…
Heating Process using different modes
Measurement, Chemical reaction, How
does sugar contribute to tea?, Calories –
math teacher will involve here to teach
concepts. ......................................
Health vales are discussed related to
tea – Biology teacher will give details
about this...... ..........................
English Teacher will present synopsis /
Govt. regulatory norms etc.........................

VM… You mentioned that there is no
examination up to Grade 4.. How do you
promote them and has this been accepted
by the Parents? ................................

Srinivas.. Yes, we don't believe in conducting
exams for those small children. We ensure
they enjoy the learning process. It goes on
for 4 years where students are assessed on
a daily basis. Yes, initially, parents were
not happy and they were wondering what
is happening in the School and many
wanted to take their children out of the
School but the same parents are
recommending other parents to put their
children to our School. .........................

VM.. What are the other best practices that
you have implemented that are giving you
good results?..........................
Srinivas… We emphasize on regular
reading for kids and have set up a Library
in every Class room, Books are replaced
p e r i o d i c a l l y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We help children to build confidence, take
their shyness out, be bold. We give lot of
importance to Life and Leadership Skills.
Me… What about Pre-School? What are
some of the best practices that you practice
here?........................................
Srinivas… Our standard Teacher student
ratio is 1:12. We believe in Teaching the
child in a way the child learns. Teachers
are trained to offer that and continuous
learning opportunities are provided to
Teachers. It is the responsibility of the
Head of the Institution to motivate,
encourage and invest in them and we
firmly believe in that. Value Education
is given importance. We have set up
various Labs., e.g., Activity Lab,
Language Labs, Math Labs, Science
Labs and Computer Labs where students
are exposed to new concepts and
different methods of teaching that helps
them understand the concepts well.
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Importance of being confident in the 21st century
It

was only a few weeks ago that we
all watched a movie called “Manjhi”
where the lead protagonist moved a
mountain, literally. Now that wasn't
just a feel good story, it was a real life
mega event where there was only one
man involved for the most part of it.
What compelled Dashrath Manjhi to
break the mountain into two was his
emotion towards his loved ones, but
what actually helped him to do the same
thing for over two decades was his searing
confidence. The confidence which
melted the arrogant mountain which
played obstacle between his wife and
her demise.......................
.
Just like Manjhi, there are a lot of people
who are way too high on confidence
quotient. Some manage to go past their
nemesis, some don't. But that's a different
matter. It is important to stay confident in
what you are doing and how you plan to
do it. The outcome may not be as per plan,
and there could be a shortage of options.
However, what helps people in staying
undeterred in their ambitions is their
confidence.....................
.
In the current scenario of 21st century,
India is a youthful country which has a
hyper competitive market which
caters to everyone as long as they are
upto it. Being one of the fastest growing
economies, it has a huge domestic
market as well which needs suitable
man power. While that man power
is in abundance in the two or three tier
it faces a strong problem of language
competence. People move from two or three
tier cities to metros in search of better
employment, higher studies, better
education, great exposure, etc.
Whether for good or bad, the metro
cities have an environment which

requires proficiency in the English
language apart from the skills required
for the kind of employment people
are looking at. Even the better
colleges also make it a point while
admitting students that the students have
atleast basic understanding of the language,
if not well versed. For a non-native speaker,
it would be a massive cultural change
which can create a psychological setback.
It is unfair to expect someone to switch
their traditional practices, language and
mindset overnight, but that is what is
needed. One needs to adapt to the changes,
and that's where the confidence steps in,
again...............................
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Our deficiencies are not permanent, they
can be overcome with the right efforts
being made in the right areas. The renowned
life coach Barrie Davenport said a very
important thing for people stuck in the
rot of low confidence resulting in shabby
skillsets. He said "Low self-confidence
isn't a life sentence. Self-confidence can
be learned, practiced, and mastered--just
like any other skill. Once you master it,
everything in your life will change for the
better." The issues faced by people from
small towns migrating to bigger cities are
always cultural, and they can get
intimidating. For a young man or a
woman from a distant small down of
Himachal, venturing into a huge fireball
like Mumbai can be only second to a
catastrophe. At a decent professional college
or a mid-level agency or an MNC or any
above par work place, the behavioral
patterns of the established people usually
make the budding ones nervous. There is
way too much of pace in the working style,
failing to comply with it would result in
bad reviews and possibly strenuous
counseling or an ejection. But that's due to
resistance towards the new found culture
which was not common at your small town.
One needs to keep in mind before jumping
the metro bound express that unless you
are mentally prepared to deal with all
sorts of possible or impossible issues you
might face, it is always going to be tough.
While it is said for adults it is difficult to
learn new things, especially a language
when you are in an unfamiliar territory,
and kids learn things comparatively easily.
But that's not exactly true, even kids find
the same stumbling blocks as their teachers.
The teachers face confident issues due
to the overwhelming odds due to difference

in the backgrounds of the students, capacity
levels, etc and the pressure of performance
gets better of them. The classroom
management is also a bigger issue as it has
been noted that no matter how skilled you
are at what you teach is not going to be
of any help unless you know how to
manage the classroom full of kids or
students. And when the teacher gets
bogged down due to confidence issues,
it creates a ripple effect passing on to
the students involved. Students face
confidence issues due to the unfavorable
environment they get in the classrooms
where there thoughts and expressions
are brushed away while being termed
as silly and childish. When there is no
outlet for mind, it vents internally and
goes into a shell. ...............................
.
One thing which is common in all the
above cases ranging from a small towner
in a metro city, a teacher in a classroom,
is the lack of preparedness. When you are
not prepared, you lack confidence.
Preparation first happens in our minds,
and then it gets transformed into practice.
What gives power to our preparation is
the confidence and the will to move
forward into the newer territories. When
humans are confident, they have
mastered languages, navigated through
oceans, broken mountains and tamed the
aeronautical space. Be prepared to be
wrong, that's how you will become right.
We are capable on almost everything,
all what matters is if we are confident
enough of pulling things off. Like
Thomas Edison said, "If we all did the
things we are capable of doing, we
would literally astound ourselves."
Go ahead, be confident, astound yourself.
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“PASSION at Work”…
Without Passion you don't have Energy.

“

Without Energy, you have Nothing.”
~ Wa r r e n B u f f e t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The statement made by Mr. Buffet
indeed means absence of “Passion”
ultimately leads to Nothing in life.
The above statement makes so
much of sense and if taken seriously
can transform the mindset of people
who have wasted their time doing
things for the sake of doing.
One of the reasons for an individual
to be motivated to do a task is
“Passion”, resulting in satisfaction
and work enhancement. Passion could
be the sole motivating element not
only for Artists, Writers, Singers,
Sports Personalities to continue
with their pursued hobbies but to
any individual executing work in
any given industry sector.
Classic Example: Education Sector
Prof. Raj Kumar is considered as
one of the dedicated Gurus of his time.
Being a Human Resource Specialist
he was able to engage with human
beings and get the best out of them.
Well mannered and well cultured,
he was the epitome of a noble
teacher with a mission to enlighten
his students with the lamp of
knowledge. He was the Head of the
Department and the Institute had
established it's brand on the
extraordinary teaching capabilities
of Prof. Kumar.........................................

Dr. Shubalaxmi Acharya
is a Behavioural Scientist
and Strategic Human
Resource Consultant,
dealing in Workforce
behaviour, Employee
and Leadership audit to
enhance workforce
environment.
Dr. Shubalaxmi J Acharya
Dr. Shubalaxmi Acharya is a Behavioural
Scientist and Strategic Human Resource
Consultant, dealing in Workforce behaviour,
Employee and Leadership audit to enhance
workforce environment. ........................
She is a certified Examiner for Quality
Management at IMC Ramkrishna Bajaj
N a t i o n a l Q u a l i t y Aw a r d T r u s t .
She has empowered budding women
Entrepreneurs through in-depth Skills
Training (Macramé) for setting up
independent enterprise and developed
creative skills among underprivileged
girls as a contribution to social cause.
(shubalaxmi25@gmail.com)
It so happened that there was a change
in management and they were not able
to understand the dedication of Prof.
Kumar towards his profession. Unable
to deal with the unethical practices of
the new management, Prof Kumar put
in his resignation. Having no job in hand
Prof. Kumar was literally on the streets.
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But he never gave up Hope. His
Purpose was the prime driver and he
started his own academy from practically
scratch and the good will gesture in
the form of donations from a few past
students. Today his Academy is one
of the most sought after, by the students
coming from all across India. Reputation
and Determination were the two pillars
on which Prof. KUMAR established
his Institute. By setting strong guidelines
he did not compromise on values and
standards. Having utmost faith in
himself, Prof. Kumar was able realize
his dream. He genuinely enjoyed his
profession and was motivated by his
passion towards building his own academy.
Here it is observed that PURPOSE and
PASSION go hand in hand.................
It is also observed that some individuals
work extreme hours because of their
passion towards their occupation...............
Classic Example: Manufacturing Sector
Vikas was extremely happy when he was
offered to handle the Purchase and Stores
Department of a Manufacturing company,
post his struggle for a job in spite of having
an MBA degree. He stayed with his married
brother and sister in law in Mumbai. He was
extremely focussed, resourceful and a
workaholic who considered it to be a crime,
when he went home on time. Within a few
days of Vikas joining, it came to the attention
of his boss that he was working till late
hours almost up to 11pm. Vikas was young
and at this age, guys would generally spend
quality time with friends and family post their
hard day's work. Though his boss was
extremely happy to see him perform well,
he became inquisitive and asked him the
reason for staying back late every day.
Vikas promptly replied, that he had

nothing much to do if he went home
early, so he preferred doing additional
work as he enjoyed the job rather than
while away his time unconstructively.
Some of the crucial responsibilities
included maintaining records of inventory
of incoming and outgoing goods, creating
Purchase orders on time, timely delivery
of goods through delivery vans to the end
customer. He was passionately involved
in the job assigned to him as he never
glanced at the clock while at work. This
was visible in the reduction of the number
of customer complaints, thereby enhancing
business relationships with clients. His
inherent qualities of being a leader,
enthusiasm and passionate involvement
brought energy in the stores department,
setting an example to the not so active
workforce.................................
Work Enjoyment brings about more
positive work outcomes. Individuals
who enjoy their work will have high levels
of performance for several reasons
including Creativity at work, trust in the
colleagues and reducing levels of stress.
Hobbies require certain level of passion in
order to be continuously engaged in them.
Singers, Athletes, Artists describe their
emotion for their hobby as a Passion.
Classic Example: .........................
One of the best-known and most respected
playback singers in India, Lata
Mangeshkarji's career started in 1942 and
has spanned over seven decades. She was
born in a Marathi speaking family in
Maharashtra and at the age of five, she
started to work as an actress in her father's
musical plays (Sangeet Natak in Marathi).
She was very passionate about singing
from a very young age and on the first
day of school; she started teaching songs
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to other children. She has recorded songs
for over a thousand Hindi films and has
sung songs in over thirty-six regional
Indian languages and foreign languages,
though primarily in Marathi and Hindi.
It is known that yester year famous actor
Dilip Kumar had passed a remark on
Lataji's Maharashtrian accent while
singing Hindi/Urdu songs. Being
passionate about Singing, Lataji took
lessons in Urdu from an Urdu teacher
in order to overcome the accent.

The above example displays how
PERFECTION and PASSION go
hand in hand. .........................
An individual may be so much occupied
with work that they can cause pain to
their loved ones by focussing more on
the job rather than their friendship and
relationships. There has to be a balance
in work and personal life and that can
be decided by the individual itself.

Speech Contest For Teachers

We Invite Schools to nominate Teachers
for the Speech Contest for Teachers
to be held on Saturday 19th December
Date : Saturday 19th December 2015
Time : 9-30 a.m.
Venue: Quality Inn Shravanthi Hotel
J.P. Nagar 3rd Phase, Behind Sai Baba Temple, Bengaluru
Please connect with us for further details:
Mob : 99019 38792 / 95381 19370 / 90350 43599
Email : info@pfla.in
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Speech Contest - 2015

Speech Contest at BGS NPS
People First Leadership Academy (PFLA)
has conducted 4th edition of Speech Contest
for School students on Saturday 29 August,
2015 at BGS NPS School, Bangalore South.
PFLA has been working with Student
community in various Schools and have
conducted many such programs. This is a
unique program designed by them and has
been well received by Schools, students and
even parents. ..................................
Our sincere thanks to BGS NPS who have
hosted this program 3rd time consecutively.
Mr.Ayyappan Nair, Principal BGS NPS was
the Chief Guest. He emphasized the
importance of
Communication Skills for
the for 21st Century and said developing good
communication skills and building the
confidence are two most essential skills that
students need to develop in today's time.
Building confidence in students and helping
them develop good communication skills

should also be a priority of all the Schools
apart from providing them good Academics.
18 Schools participated in the event and
there were two categories – Juniors and
Seniors....................................

Firstly, Congratulations to all the
participants, who have participated 100%.
Therefore, I would say that
”You all are WINNERS,”.....................
Congratulations to Lavanya Vinod Reddy
of Freedom International
School,
Isha Prabesh of Delhi Public School Bangalore East, Rithik Anand of BGS NPS
who have won I, II and III Prizes respectively
in the Senior Category..............................
Valentina Gonsalves of Treamis World School

Srikar K of Freedom International School and
Phalguni Vijaya Kumar of BGS NPS who
have won I, II and III Prizes, respectively.
Congratulations to all the “Budding
Stars” and the “Judges Choice” Winners
who have the potential to become
great speakers in the future. Best wishes to
you. ..........................................................
Our sincere thanks to all the 18 Schools
who have participated in the event;
BGS NPS, Freedom International School,
Tr e a m i s Wo r l d S c h o o l , J S S P u b l i c
School HSR, Mount Literra Zee School
HSR, Orchids International School BTM,
Mitra Academy, Twinklers School, DPS
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East, Pratham International School, St.
M i r a s ' H e r i t a g e A c a d e m y, I n d i a
International School, Global Indian
International School, Gupta's International
School, St. Paul's English School,
Glentree Academy, Jnana Vijnana
Vidyapeetha and students from PSBB LLA.
The event would not have been successful
but the support from the following people.
Our sincere thanks to:.........................

All our Team members at PFLA, Vedantu,
one of the event sponsors and Two judges
Dr.Debmita Dutta and Ms.Christabella
who sat through the entire day to
judge the young speakers........................
And our thanks also go to all the support
staff at BGS NPS who have made
all the arrangements at the Auditorium.
Nalina Murthy – PFLA.............................

Feedback from Participant
Here we share some good words from
participant.
From: Abhishek Singh
[mailto:abhishek]
Sent: Thursday, September 11,
2014 6:27 PM
To: info@pfhrcgroup.com
Subject: Speech contest-2014
When a well organised event goes
hand in hand with a social cause,
the value of the event increases
on the whole. But for the
excitement before and after the
event, what is different in this
competition is that you have a
different feeling of joy to it. With
15 schools participating, it is a

wonderful forum not only to
discover talent and remove stage
fright, but also to be able to become
a person who has done something
for the society. The set up for the
event was perfect, with a beautiful
and sufficient auditorium. The event
was held on a Saturday which made it
equivalently good for the students as they
wouldn't have to miss school. It is a
different experience on the whole and I
would surely attempt and make it for
the next year's event. I'm anxious.
Thanking PFLA for giving me the
opportunity to share my views.
Regards, .......................................
Abhishek Kumar Singh............................
(Cambridge Public School)
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Participants at the Speech Contest Event held at BGS NPS

At BGS NPS

At Mitra Academy

Participants at the Speech Contest Event held at BGS NPS
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Speech Contest - 2015

At DPS East

At GIIS

Participants at the Speech Contest Event held at BGS NPS

Team at Work

At Freedom Int’l School
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ITTC Graduation - 2015
People

First Leadership Academy (PFLA)
has completed its 5 t h Graduation with
eminent speakers sharing knowledge with
us............................................
I T T C – P T T ( I n t e g r a t e d Te a c h e r s
Tr a i n i n g C e r t i f i c a t e – P r e - S c h o o l
Teachers Training).............................................
It is an integrated program for aspiring
Teachers who wants to develop the teaching
skills to teach 21st century children,
mainly at Pre-Schools. The certification
program would train individuals on
Montessori Methodology and Nursery
Methodology practiced at most Pre-Schools.
Therefore we have integrated Montessori
Teachers Training and Nursery Teachers
Training to provide an amalgamated
knowledge for pre-school.................................

Here we share some good words from our students.
From: Jeevitha J Salian
Sent: Saturday, September 26, 2015 11:48 PM
To: varada.murthy@pfhrcgroup.com
Subject: Testimonial - PFLA
Hi Sir, ..........................................,
I am Jeevitha Janardhan Salian, working as
Pre-Primary Teacher. I am glad that I had
joined People First Leadership Academy
for ITTC Certification Program else I would
have missed a wonderful opportunity to have
a good learning experience with Nalina
Mam's innovative teaching and Varada
Sir's thoughtful guidance. ....................

I never thought four hour class would be
an interesting class for me to learn. Here
we enjoyed listening to the lecture,
involving in activities. We
had the
Program Objective............................................ opportunity to share our thoughts and
learn from others. For me, it was a great
To equip individuals with advanced tools,
6 months of experience and fun learning.
techniques and methods to be effective teachers
To develop confidence and self-esteem in
Nalina Mam's class was very interactive,
adding
an additional feature of hers – her
individuals with skill, content and attitude
Smile . I thoroughly enjoyed the group
To help individuals communicate effectively
learning
/ class room participation with
To help individuals create child centric
lot of enthusiasm. She was always
classrooms...................................
supportive.
She has always encouraged
To help individuals develop values like love
and provided skills on “How to be a great
and compassion ..................................
teacher and how to handle children of
Continued support and service to ITTC
different age groups”. .....................
participants viz., one to one counseling /
coaching, access to public workshops, help
Varada Sir has his own way of teaching
in continuous professional development
and makes the class interesting and
Placement assistance for ITTC Graduates
interactive. His teaching has added a
looking for teaching assignments
booster to my career. He has guided
us about public speaking, helped us
Teaching Methodology at ITTC.....................
in improving our presentation skills
ITTC program is designed considering the
and how to help students to be
various aspects of learning which includes
independent thinkers. .....................
theory sessions, practical observations, live
All their other Trainers and staff here
classrooms, case study and much more.
are very helpful and co operative.
Everything I learnt in PFLA, I have
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been implementing them in my
classroom now.
I have improved a
lot and I begin to feel that I too can
b e c o m e a n I n s p i r i n g Te a c h e r.
Thanks to PFLA for Inspiring me!
Nalina Mam and Varada Sir – Thank you
for being one of the special educators who
will live on forever in the minds and hearts
of the students whose lives you have touched.
I can proudly say, I am from People First
Leadership Academy. ........................
Thanks & Regards...................................
Jeevitha – ITTC HSR............................

From: Pradeepa Swaminathan
Sent: Saturday, March 07, 2015 4:48 PM
To: subramanyakc@pfhrcgroup.com
Subject: Feedback
Dear all,...............................
I would like to testify my experiences
with ITTC for my last course period.
First of all this opportunity made me
to come out of my shell. At the outset,
I have to confess that the whole credit
goes to Nalina Mam. The classes were
systematically planned to initiate a proper
attitudes to be a teacher. I got lot of
insights concerning teaching, education
especially how the children's entire future
is entrusted in a teacher's hand. To present
them a healthy citizen of the society. I
will surely learn and follow in the
principle that I was taught. I would
also like to thank you to the
atmosphere of the class which was in
mutuality and fun filled. I thank
Varada Murthy Sir, Deepa Mam,
Ganga Mam, all my friends and the
entire team of ITTC. May God bless

you all. Looking forward for more
classes..............................
Regards. ...................................
Pradeepa. ITTC BTM...........................
From: Chandni Thakur. ...............

Sent: Sunday, March 08, 2015 10:36 PM
To: varada.murthy@pfhrcgroup.com
Subject: Testimonial - Chandni
The Program was excellently crafted for
today's need. It has immensely helped
me in my Job as a teacher and with
the help from the experts over there,
they have transformed me into an
effective teacher.....................................
With Regards..........................................
Chandni Jha..........................
From: neetu reddy
Sent: Saturday, May 30, 2015 8:12 PM
To: Info@pfla.in
Subject: feedback about the class
Dear sir, .............................................
ITTC is not only a program that is designed
for the teachers but anyone who seek
guidance in relation to a child. My
experience here was one of the best days
where I not only enjoyed myself but also
learnt many aspects of a child. I also learnt
more about myself. This is truly like a life
skills class. I would strongly recommend
it to anyone who wants to learn about
children. .............................................
Neethu Reddy
ITTC - HSR
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ITTC Graduation & Leadership Seminar - June 2015

Prof. Dr. Ramachandra Bhat, Vice Chancellor of Yoga University being honoured

ITTC Participants Graduated
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ITTC Graduation & Leadership Seminar - June 2015

ITTC Classes

Shruthi M. Iyer

Art & Craft Session at ITTC

ITTC Participants Graduated
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ITTC Classes in Progress

ITTC Classes

ITTC Classes

Activity Lab - Training at Bangalore International Academy

Activity Lab - Training at BIA

ITTC Classes
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ITTC Classes in Progress

ITTC Classes

ITTC Classes

Hand work of ITTC Student

Montessori Training at ITTC

Hand work of ITTC Student
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WELCOME TO RAINBOW RESOURCES (AUDIO VISUALS)
RAINBOW RESOURCES is most pleased to introduce itself to you as a Leader &
Pioneer in the Business of Leasing Audio Visual Equipment since 2011, and we have
more than 12 years of experience in this field and are pioneers in Rental for
Presentation / Conferencing in Hotels & Corporates, Seminar, Product Launches,
Training Programs, Tele & Video, Doctor Conferences, Event Management, Road
Shows, Exhibition Stalls, Stage and Wooden Framing, and much more, for their
Conferencing needs with professionally trained technicians, covering a wide section
of Industries ranging from Software, MNC's, Hospitals, Training Organizations,
Financial Institutes, Educational Institutes, Ad Agencies and Welfare Organizations.
Solutions for Audio Visuals and Event Management from Rainbow Resources
Market Leaders in Hiring of:

Sound Systems and Lighting

Cordless Mikes

LCD Projector

Stage

Screen

Backdrops

For details contact
Mr. Bala Manjunatha - Mob: 9986473272 / 8553877933 / 9686540196

RAINBOW RESOURCES
(Audio Visuals)
th

No. 12, 6 Main Road, Muniswamy Garden,
Chamarajpet, Bangalore – 560018
E-Mail: rainbowresources@live.com

